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“

The purpose of
this whitepaper
is to explore
how companies
can maximize
their existing
investments in
Microsoft 365.

Introduction
Maximizing software investments can pay
big dividends for companies of all sizes.
Unfortunately, too many companies leave
money on the table.
In some cases, software is purchased, but never properly deployed
or implemented. In other cases, software vendors aggressively
bundle more and more applications into their core offering, in
order to raise prices or keep the bundled price stable. In this latter
situation, it is often hard to keep up with the flood of new updates
and add-ons to the bundle. Either way, most companies should
analyze their current software investments and find ways to
maximize them.
Today, this problem is particularly acute with the Microsoft 365®
suite of productivity and cloud applications. Microsoft is the world
leader in office productivity software, with the vast majority of
businesses consuming the software as a service (SaaS). Everyone
knows that Microsoft 365 combines cloud-based email and
calendaring with both the web and desktop versions of Microsoft
Outlook®, WordTM, Excel®, and PowerPoint®. These traditional
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applications are central to nearly every business user, but there is much, much more.
Microsoft 365 also bundles powerful collaboration applications, such at Microsoft
Teams®, PlannerTM, SharePoint®, and OneDrive®, along with a dozen or so other apps
which help businesses digitally transform their operations. All of these applications
are included at no extra charge in the two main Microsoft 365 services for small and
medium businesses, Microsoft 365 Business Standard and Microsoft 365 Business
Premium.
It is hard for business leaders to keep up with this torrent of innovation, new features,
and apps. First, integrating new software apps requires changing existing business
workflows, habits, and ways of doing things. Second, integration between various
applications is often the key to unlocking their core value, while technical staff to
lead these integration efforts is often in short supply. Lastly, training on various new
applications is often overlooked or not executed at all.
The first challenge, of course, is awareness. The purpose of this whitepaper is to explore
how companies can maximize their existing investments in Microsoft 365. We will
share Network People’s unique point of view on how businesses can best leverage
the full value of the Microsoft 365 suite. We will share our favorite applications in the
bundle and how we help our clients leverage their existing software investments.
Among other things, Network People specializes in secure and proper configuration
of these various Microsoft applications. We are also experts in integrating the various
apps, so they work together beautifully. And lastly, we provide world-class training
and ongoing support so our clients collaborate better, communicate effortlessly, and
digitally transform their businesses.
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1. Microsoft Teams

“

Teams makes it
easy to remember
where all the
files and reports
live for a given
project

Microsoft Teams is a winner for a number of reasons. Teams enables
real-time, internal chat communications. Video conferencing and
screen sharing are easy to organize, especially with the seamless
integration of Teams with Microsoft 365 and the Outlook calendar
function.
File sharing and file collaboration are also greatly enhanced with
Teams. With Teams, internal work groups can easily create Team
Channels for unique team or departmental projects. The files and
folders are accessible right in the Teams app, eliminating the need
to toggle out to the File Explorer or another app. Teams makes
it so easy to setup a Team and related Team Channel, that some
departments may create dozens in a month - even for short lived
projects. Teams makes it easy to remember where all the files
and reports live for a given project. Really, when it comes to file
collaboration, Teams acts like a streamlined user interface for file
collaboration living right inside SharePoint. Most file collaboration
happens in the context of teamwork, so Teams makes it fluid and
effortless for employees to move from small, video based team
meetings to full, file collaboration.
With the move to remote work, there are more frustrations than ever
with file access and collaboration. With legacy systems, it is often
quite a chore to establish secure remote access to the company file
server.
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With Teams and Microsoft Groups, using SharePoint
as the shared file system for a team, there is no longer
any need for multiple logins and accessing multiple
systems. Accessing files on SharePoint or your
OneDrive is just as easy as accessing them from your
local drive.
Microsoft Teams also enables one-on-one video and
voice communication in a number of ways. Staff can
easily do internal voice calls right from Teams with a
computer headset or the built-in mic and speakers
on a laptop. Teams video calls can be initiated more
easily than a normal voice call. And in the new
world of working remote, this video call feature
quickly becomes the default mode for many teams
since seeing their co-worker’s face and their body
language enhances the quality of communications
substantially. Video calls also help keep the coherence
of the team as they see each other more often.
And many companies are ditching their legacy VoIP
implementations, replacing their existing phone
system with Teams. While using Teams for all voice
communications involves some extra service costs,
the total savings are substantial compared to separate
investments for collaboration tools and a stand alone
VoIP service for every employee. For as little as $20
per user month, Teams can serve as a complete
replacement for your existing phone system.
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“

At Network People,
we deploy solutions
for our clients
that help them
maximize efficiency,
interoperability, and
collaboration in a
variety of different
scenarios.

2. Microsoft SharePoint and
OneDrive for Business
Data sprawl is another major problem for users and organizations.
Employees struggle with keeping track of their own individual
data, project and team files, and larger corporate data
repositories. Another major issue is mobile access to corporate
data. In our digital economy, file sizes and the volume of stored
data are increasing all the time; sharing large files, such as
videos and large images, is nearly impossible with email. In short,
there are numerous file collaboration and sharing issues in the
workplace today. These challenges are slowing your team down,
hindering productivity, and increasing your costs.
Network People recommends organizations simplify their file
collaboration needs by standardizing on the set of tools which
come standard in the Microsoft 365 suite, including SharePoint
and OneDrive for Business.
SharePoint empowers teamwork with dynamic and productive
team sites for every project team, department, and division.
SharePoint enables effortless and secure collaboration with
team members inside and outside an organization, across
PCs, Macs, and mobile devices. With OneDrive, users can easily
store, access and discover their own personal and shared
work files in Microsoft 365 and access them from every device.
Microsoft encrypts data stored in Sharepoint and OneDrive. Both
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SharePoint and OneDrive are seamlessly integrated into
Microsoft Teams. With the Microsoft file collaboration
solution, companies can both meet the needs of their
mobile workforce, while simplifying and saving with the
most complete file collaboration solution on the market.
A full featured SharePoint site is created automatically
for any Microsoft Group created from Outlook, Teams or
Planner. In addition to having an automatic place to store
shared files, it also includes a full featured operational
website. Team members can customize these pages using
a visual editor (no HTML needed) and create beautiful
dashboards and branded pages for any company or group
project.
 Network People, we deploy solutions for our clients
At
that help them maximize efficiency, interoperability,
and collaboration in a variety of different scenarios. All
of these scenarios are taking advantage of SharePoint,
but the great thing is users don’t realize they are using
Sharepoint. They just see that it works.
Some clients use SharePoint to share support material
for classes and online training. Sharepoint provides a
powerful web page editing capabilities to create beautiful
intranet dashboards for internal use, as well as special
landing pages for collaboration with outside groups.
Other clients use SharePoint as a document hub for
distribution inside and outside through sharing links. And
finally, some clients use SharePoint as a collaboration
center so multiple people can provide input and
edits to an article before it is published. Real-time file
collaboration is a favorite feature of many clients, since
it replaces the painful back and forth of the traditional
editing process with real-time collaboration.
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3. Microsoft Planner

“

Planner takes
the chaos out of
teamwork and
helps employees
get more done

Microsoft PlannerTM is the planning and project
management app included with the Microsoft 365 suite.
Planner takes the chaos out of teamwork and helps
employees get more done. Planner makes it easy for teams
to create new plans, organize and assign tasks, share files,
and chat about what they’re working on.
Planner is easy to use. Users can launch Planner from the
Microsoft 365 app launcher with a single click. They can then
create a new plan, build a team, assign tasks, and update
status—in a few easy steps. Each plan has its own board,
where employees can organize tasks into buckets. They can
categorize tasks based on their status or on whom they’re
assigned to. To update the status or change assignments,
they can just drag and drop tasks between columns.
Planner makes teamwork and task management
effortless. For single users, the My Tasks view provides a
comprehensive list of all the user’s tasks and the related
status across each plan. When working together on a plan,
team members always know who is working on what.
Planner lets users attach files to tasks, work together on
those files, and even have conversations around tasks
without switching between apps. With Planner, all a team’s
discussions and deliverables stay with the plan and don’t get
locked away across disparate applications.
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“

To Do is a personal
task planner that
works on mobile or
in a web browser and
integrates seamlessly
with the rest of the
Microsoft 365 suite

4. Microsoft To Do
The personal complement to Microsoft Planner is Microsoft To
DoTM. To Do is a personal task planner that works on mobile or
in a web browser and integrates seamlessly with the rest of the
Microsoft 365 suite. Employee productivity should be top of mind
for all business leaders. It is vital for organizations to train their
staff on personal productivity best practices, while giving them the
tools to organize their lives and workflow.
That’s where To Do comes in. To Do integrates with Planner, with
all tasks created in Planner showing up in To Do. To Do handles
all dimensions to tasks that confront a typical knowledge worker,
from action items assigned in meetings, to tasks assigned by
teammates in Planner, to the everyday tasks each employee puts
on their own plate each day.
To Do helps employees with intelligent and personalized
suggestions for their My Day to-do list. Tasks can be prioritized
and ordered on the user’s My Day list, edited with additional
details, links, and files. With easy drag and drop functionality,
tasks can be organized into convenient lists and tracked across a
number of different devices, helping employees stay organized at
work, home, or on the go. There is also solid integration Microsoft
Outlook and To Do, with flagged emails and traditional Outlook
tasks showing up in task lists in To Do.
From consulting a simple grocery list to planning for a big work
project, shared lists help the user stay connected with family,
friends, and colleagues. To Do make tasks more manageable as
well, allowing the user to break tasks down into simple steps, add
due dates, and set reminders to keep on track.
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5. Microsoft Power Automate

“

Power Automate is
designed to help
organizations get
started quickly
with automation

Power AutomateTM is a service that helps organizations create
automated workflows between core applications and other
services, in order to synchronize files, get notifications, collect data
and more. Power Automate helps companies boost productivity
by building time-saving workflows into everything from individual
tasks to large-scale systems with seamless integration using
hundreds of prebuilt connectors.
Power Automate is designed to help organizations get started
quickly with automation and to scale up in a “crawl, walk, run”
fashion. Prebuilt connectors enable front line employees to build
secure workflows with a no-code guided experience, while power
users can take automation to another level, with advanced security
capabilities, such as cloud-based data loss prevention, identity, and
access management services.
Power Automate helps organizations automate time-consuming
manual tasks with built-in AI capabilities, giving employees more
time to focus on strategic, high-value opportunities. With Power
Automate, workflows can be re-engineered, eliminating repetitive
tasks and connecting disparate applications for automatic
triggers and follow up steps. For example, Power Automate can
be leveraged to create automated workflows such as populating a
CRM system with information from client form and then triggering
an automated email back to the client. Power Automate results in
higher employee productivity and better operational efficiency.
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6. Microsoft Bookings
Microsoft BookingsTM is a web-based bookings and scheduling tool that helps employees save
time and deliver better customer service. Bookings connects directly to an employee’s Outlook
calendar and allows them to publish available calendar times to public audiences, such as as sales
prospects, patients, or customers. For external parties, they can review available meeting times
and book an appointment in a self-serve fashion. Since Bookings is connected with employee’s
Outlook calendar, everyone gets calendared at once and people stay on the same page about
meeting times and locations (conference numbers, video conferencing links, and other meeting
logistics).
With Bookings, employees can customize appointment details, booking requirements, and
specify service providers to streamline the booking experience. Bookings provides users the
ability to make an organization’s meetings virtual with online meetings via Microsoft Teams. Each
appointment booked as an online meeting creates a unique meeting link that is sent to attendees
so they can join via a web browser, phone dial-in, or the Teams app. Bookings is also available
as an app within Teams, which allows users to create Bookings calendars, assign staff, and both
schedule new and manage existing appointments without ever leaving Teams. Bookings helps
employees spend less time scheduling and more time meeting with customers.
With Bookings, customers enjoy the flexibility, convenience, and control they get with a
transparent and self-service process. They can visit a booking page whenever they want, book
the time and service they need, get a confirmation email and calendar invitation, and reschedule
or cancel if they must. Alternatively, colleagues can leverage the same Bookings interface when
talking live with customers or prospects on the phone. A colleague can book appointments on
behalf of a client, simply enter the appointment details in Bookings and all confirmations and
reminders will be sent to the right people, and all changes are tracked.
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Listening should
be a habit for
organizations of
all sizes

7. Microsoft Forms
Microsoft FormsTM enables organizations to easily create surveys, quizzes, and polls. Listening should be
a habit for organizations of all sizes. Forms helps employees easily create surveys to collect customer
feedback, measure employee satisfaction, and organize team events. Microsoft Forms is simple to use,
works on any web browser, and comes with themes and question branching so users won’t have to do
a lot of work to get to a great survey.
Forms can be a great complement to internal training initiatives. Forms lets staff quickly create quizzes
to measure student knowledge, evaluate class progress, and focus on topics that need improvement.
Microsoft Forms lets instructors assign points for automatic grading and give explanations for further
instruction, so quizzing students is easier than ever.
Getting quick feedback should not be a pain. Forms lets employees get quick feedback on topics big
and small. Microsoft Forms adapts to every screen so it’s easy for anyone to fill in a poll, and collects
responses in real time to get insights faster. Forms collects responses and automatically provides
charts to visualize the data. Best of all, exporting to Excel lets users leverage the full power of Excel for
customized, in-depth analysis.
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Conclusion
For companies looking to maximize their software
investments, Microsoft 365 is a gold mine.
Microsoft 365 is a true suite of applications that enable digital transformation
for companies of all sizes. As this whitepaper has explored, understanding the
full scope of the Microsoft suite is a full time job.
Network People is here to help new and existing clients upgrade and evolve
their workflows, to fully maximize their existing software investments, especially
those in Microsoft 365. Dramatic improvements in collaboration, employee
efficiency and automation are in store. We invite interested organizations to
let Network People audit your existing Microsoft implementation so we can
discover all the ways to take your collaboration and efficiency to another level.
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About Us
Empowering Success
From the very beginning in 1996, our aim has been to be
professional — even when the company consisted of just one
Network “Person” with Nate Freeman working alone. Nate
began the IT business from an office on the 11th story of a
downtown building in Clearwater, Florida. Currently Network
People has a 14-member team headquartered at an office
suite in Clearwater, Florida. In addition, we are affiliated with
250 firms across the nation who can render personal, on-site
service to our remote clients if needed.
Growing With You

Core Values
We do the Right Thing.
Everything we do builds
Loyalty and Trust.
Open Door Communication
is the Key to Success.
God First, Family Second,
Company Third.

Our business grew by recognizing need that was all around
us. We discovered that professional people required a lot of
help networking their office computers. Our company could
offer the personalized service which small- and medium-sized
organizations needed. Some owners began asking us for help
with their home computers.
Today we are still watching out for needs of these clients, as
well as helping all the new ones they refer to us.
Professional Team
Everything we do is defined by our core values. No one
comes onto the team without agreeing to uphold the
highest standards of integrity. Every decision is filtered
through those core values. You can trust us to serve your
best interests.
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